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La Baleine 52 is a creative agency which strives to form 
connections through art and emotion. We provide a range of 
creative services such as brand identity creation, art direction, 
graphic design, photography, art and illustrations.

ABOUT LB52

BRAIDING THE PRAGMATIC 
WITH THE POETIC



WHAT WE DO

By creating powerful brands through tactical procedures and creative design, we are dedicated to aiding 
clients in entering their target markets. Our role is to ensure every aspect of their story is meticulously 
translated and recognized by the audience. 



Founder & THE TEAM

Nic's started her career in the world of advertising, quickly 
developing her skills and not long after began working at 
various 4A agencies such as Grey and M&C Saatchi.
To her, the advertising industry came forth as the most 
approachable way to communicate closely with a large 
audience. Ten years later, she has anchored her company 
as a go to branding agency, especially for those within the 
F&B industry, with her first project displayed in the heart of 
SOHO via Uma Nota. Having art speak for itself, well 
known hotels such as St. Regis and Island Shangri-la in 
Hong Kong have also reached out to collaborate. Nic is 
currently taking her agency in the direction of high end 
brands within the lifestyle and F&B industry.

LB52's team consists of members with backgrounds in Art 
and experience in the F&B industry. The combination of 
our specialties ensure the maintenance of coherence, 
depth and style.

-- With Art and illustration, be it of places, faces or the 
imagined is particularly close to her heart and has been 
from a young age. Having art speak for itself, her projects 
for Atlas Singapore , Manhattan Bar Singapore and Zuma 
HK. etc, has been a personal passion come alive and is 
only the beginning of what’s to come! 



WHO WE WORK WITH - CLIENTS

Lian Dining Group China

Live Twice Singapore

Lobster Bar & Grill Hong Kong

Mamma Always Said Hong Kong

Manhattan Bar Singapore

Meraki Hospitality Group Hong Kong

Moxy, ( Marriott Hotel Group ) Shanghai

Origin (Cocktail Bar) Hong Kong

Petticoat Lane Hong Kong

Quinary Hong Kong

Renaissance Hong Kong Harbour View Hotel Hong Kong

St Regis Bar Shanghai - Bangkok

Tell Camellia Hong Kong

The Envoy Hong Kong

Two Moons Distillery Hong Kong

Uma Nota Hong Kong - Paris

Van Cleef & Arpels Hong Kong

VEA Restaurant & Lounge Hong Kong

Zuma Hong Kong

Acquasala Hong Kong

Aqua Hong Kong

Atlas Singapore

Bedu Hong Kong

BINDAAS Hong Kong

Caffe Fernet Singapore

Chin Chin Hong Kong

Cupping Room  Singapore

DOUBLESHOT Hong Kong

Dream Fitness Asia

Four Seasons  Bangkok

Gibson Bar Singapore

Honi Honi Tiki Lounge Hong Kong

Ichu Peru Hong Kong

Island Shangri - La Hong Kong

JALAN Hong Kong

Jigger & Pony Singapore

Keanu Clifford Asia



- Brand Identity Design

- Design

- Art & Illustration

- Art Direction & Photography

- Interactive [ Social Media ]

WORK TOGETHER -



BRAND IDENTITY DESIGN

○ The scope of corporate branding can further reputation and create 
emotional attachments through art. Such intangible developments 
convert target customers into a loyal friend figure.  A solid brand 
identity commands more than marketing, it becomes corporate 
culture and a physical embodiment within an industry.  

○ Based on the overall direction, we define convincing and lucid design 
strategies to develop a cross-platform, fluid customer experience. By 
solidifying ideas, we help express a uniquely convincing brand and 
strive to develop an inspiring brand culture

STRATEGY
- Brand consulting

- Brand strategy 

- Naming  

- Tone of Voice 

- Tag Lines  

- Slogans  

- Content Development

BRANDING     
- Visual  Identity  

- Logo / font  systems

- Visual Language

- Typography  

- Editorial Design  

- Brand Guidelines  

- Collateral Design

- Packaging



DESIGN

Design involves setting up a coordinated system through art.  
Everything is done intentionally with meticulous effort when 
choosing minute details -  from the combination of colors, 
font size, placement of something as small as a stroke - the 
objective is to produce harmony and have it perceived with a 
positive impression.
 
We provide a wide range of graphic design services; from 
conception to illustration. Ranging from infographic to 
brochure design, straightforward or unique die-cuts, we can 
deliver it all. Our partnerships with printing companies 
benefits all parties with prompt delivery and competetive 
prices. 

DESIGN SERVICE :
- Creative and Art Direction

- Layout Graphic Design

- Printed Materials

- Packaging

- Website

- Motion Graphics



ART & ILLUSTRATION

We offer a wide range of illustrative styles that laces life onto a 
concept, idea and story. This is achieved by incorporating 
traditional art into commercial brands, resulting in more depth 
and intricacy. Implementing hand crafted elements serve as a 
way to customise and instigate brand adaptation to further the 
scope of experience. By listening to our clients, we are 
determined to produce a piece of art that is properly and 
creatively interpreted to their audience

ART STYLE 

- Realism

- Abstract

- Pointillism

- Rough Sketching

- Doodling / Scribbling

- Cartoon

- Graphic Illustration

MEDIUM
- Pencil Sketch

- Ink Pen / Pin Pen

- Watercolor

- Charcoal

- Acrylic Painting

- Oil Painting

- Vector Graphics

- Digital Illustration



ART DIRECTION  & PHOTOGRAPHY

We understand the influence of visual content. This intrinsically 
drives us to assemble and produce remarkable visual 
statements that make a difference, bring about reactions and 
triggers change. Every project begins with a story and we make 
it an objective to transmit that narrative through lively and 
impressive content.  

PRE-PRODUCTION
- Art Direction

- Storyboards

- Set design

- Styling

- Schedule & Budget    

   Management

PRODUCTION
- Photo Shooting

- Lighting 

- Production management

- Photo Enhancement and

   Fine Retouch



INTERACTIVE

PRE-PRODUCTION
- Social Media Integration

- Social Media Strategy

- Content Marketing

- Campaign Development

- Creative & Production

- Copywriting

To keep our audience close, we create first class user 
experiences and persistently try to improve them. 
Through communication, design and strategy, we achieve 
a unified experience of the brand at all touchpoints


